INFRASTRUCTURE
AS A SERVICE (IaaS)

AWARD WINNING INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
ORGANISATIONS THAT VALUE PERFORMANCE,
RELIABILITY, AND SECURITY

IaaS market size was valued at
$39 billion in 2019 and is projected to
reach $202 billion by 2027, growing at a
CAGR of 23.2% from 2020 to 2027.
Factors that are driving growth of the
IaaS market are digital transformation,
flexible and scalable compute and storage,
modern workplaces that demand access to
data anywhere and anytime.

INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE

WHAT IS IaaS?
IaaS offers a comprehensive solution to protect your cloud workloads, wherever
they reside. Migrating your organisation’s infrastructure to an IaaS solution helps
you reduce maintenance of on-premises data centres, reduce expenses on hardware
costs and gain real-time business insights.
IaaS solutions give you the flexibility to scale your IT resources up and down with
demand. Moreover, it helps you quickly provision new applications and increase the
reliability of your underlying infrastructure.

WHY IaaS WITH METCLOUD?
The METCLOUD’s Award Winning IaaS platform has been architected with security
by design and enterprise grade compute and storage providing exceptional levels of
reliability and performance.
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INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE

BENEFITS
REDUCES CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AND OPTIMISES COSTS
IaaS eliminates the cost of configuring and managing a physical data centre, which
makes it a cost-effective choice for migrating to the cloud.
INCREASES SCALE AND PERFORMANCE OF IT WORKLOADS
IaaS lets you scale and accommodate spikes in resource demand. That way, you can
deliver IT resources to employees from anywhere in the world faster and enhance
application performance.
INCREASES STABILITY, RELIABILITY AND SUPPORTABILITY
With IaaS, there is no need for you to maintain and upgrade software and hardware or
troubleshoot equipment problems. METCLOUD will manage your IT Infrastructure which
includes storage, server and networking ensuring that nothing will disrupt your business.
IMPROVES BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND DISASTER RECOVERY
With METCLOUD’s IaaS you can achieve high availability, business continuity and
significantly reduce disaster recovery expenses because we provide pioneering
technology and expertise.
ENHANCES SECURITY
METCLOUD’s IaaS provides optimal security for your applications and data.
Our Award Winning IaaS platform has been architected with security by design.
METCLOUD IaaS is monitored and supported 24/7 harnessing latest generation
Artificial Intelligence for IT Operations (AIOps).
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Why METCLOUD?
Award winning company for cybersecurity, innovation, and excellence. Our vision
is to be the global brand of choice for next generation cybersecure cloud services.
Our services have been architected with security by design. Ransomware, Cloud
vulnerabilities, Phishing attacks Social engineering and vulnerability management are
the five top global security threats. METCLOUD’s portfolio of cyber security and cloud
services will ensure that you protect, defend, and mitigate any potential cyber attack
irrespective of how it was carried out.
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Let’s get connected.

Call 0121 227 0730
and speak to one
of our experts.

Email the team.
hello@metcloud.com

Visit our website for
more information.
metcloud.com

